MAND (*Request*)
Asking for things that you want. A tendency to say "candy" when you want it, e.g. when there is an EO or motivation for it.

TACT (*label*)
Naming or identifying objects, actions, events, relations, properties, etc. A tendency to say "candy" when you see candy but do not want it.

ECHOIC (*Vocal Imitation*)
Repeating precisely what is heard, usually immediately. A tendency to say "candy" because someone else just said it.

MOTOR IMITATION
Copying someone's motor movements. A tendency to sign "candy" when someone else signs, "candy".

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE
Following instructions or complying with the request (mands) of others. A tendency to "pass the candy" when someone asks you to do so.

INTRAVERBAL
Answering "wh" questions or having a conversation so that what you say is determined by what the other person says. A tendency to say, "candy" when someone else says, "What's your favorite snack?"